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Abstract. Trus artiele presents a method that allows to study and correct the radiometric 
:1 distortions caused by topography in SAR images. The method is easy to implement, and 
li 
requires neither sophisticated software nor code-Ievel prograrnming. It also considers the 
case of a f1at surface having an elevation different from the one for wruch calibration 
parameters were derived. An ortho-image of the slant range distance is used with a digital 
elevation model to generate images of the local incident angle along the range and azimuth 
directions. !be method compensates for variations in the terraÍn area of each pixel and for 
, the angular dependence ofbackscatter, allowing the choice of either an empirical or semi-
empírica! scattering modo!. The method is applied to rugh-resolution C-SAR subsets of an 
i agricultural area in the Central Cordillera of Costa Rica. The removal of topograpruc 
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features appears excellent for local incident angles up to 80°" bu! sma!l·scale structures 
have pronounced effects on the radar retum for higher local incident angles and are not 
adequately corrected. 
libort title: Correction of relief·induced radiometric distortions of SAR imagery. 
1. Introduction 
Given its strong sensitivity to topography, radar remote sensing has been tboroughly used in 
itomorpholOgy, and applying !bis technique to the study of vegetation has been largely restrieted to 
i eas with smooth topography. Also, most studies focusing on tbe potentia! of radar remote sensing 
for agricultural applications have taken place in developed countries where the agricultura! fields are 
usuaUy large and uniforrn, resulting ITom Green Revolution mechanization and optimization ideas . 
In Central America, however, more than 65% of agricultura!land is located in mountainous areas, 
i and rough topography combined witb smaU plots strongly obstructs the use of radar remote sensing 
: fo! crop monitoring. 
¡ 
I The effects of oblique view and topography in a radar ¡mage include a strong geometric 
i distortion that affeets textural analysis and the precision of cartography. 1t also strongly modulates 
the radar intensity related to tbe variations in the angle with wruch tbe electromagnetic pulses reach 
i the surface. If absolute calibration has been, or is to be, perforrned then elevation also has to be 
• considered (see 2.4.4). When a f1at surface is at an e1evation different ITom that for wruch calibration 
; parameters have been derived, a "topograpruc" adjustment must also be considered. For adequate 
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onhrectification of the terrain presenting sorne kind of slope, the geornetrical relationsbip between 
the sensor and the surface must be considered. Tbis in tum requires knowledge of the trajectory and 
look-angle ofthe sensor, and a Digital Elevation Model (DEM), Ibis geornetric inforrnatíon can then 
be used to adjust the radiornetry for topograpbic effects. 
At present, sorne comrnercial image-processing packages offer the possibility of precisely 
frthorectifYjng radar images usíng a DEM, including the radar modules of EASIIP ACE (pe!, Ine,), 
iARTHVIEW (Atlantís Scientífie Systems Group, lnc,), and SRIT (Toutín el al. 1992), For the 
radiornetrie correction of topograpbie effects, specific prograrns have beco developed in researeh 
ters and universities (Teillet el al. 1985, Hinse el al. 1988, Bayer el al. 1991, Wivell et al. 1992, 
eaudoin et al, 1994, Wemer el al. 1994), but to date we know of neither public dornain nor 
, omrnercial packages offering this capacity, On the other hand, within the radar analysis package of 
EASIIP ACE or EARTHVIEW, a sirnulated radar image can be constructed from an ortho-image and 
f DEM (pCI 1997, EARTHVIEW 1997). This image can be used to carry out radiometric 
rorrnalization, in the sarne way that an artificially iIluminated DEM can be used to correct an image 
in the optical domain, However, tbis method gives no control over the iIlurnination pararneters, 
~ASIIPACE's SARSIM1 and SARSIM2 programs (pCI 1997), for instance, simulate a SAR image 
Ling a resampling trick to approximate a gain fuctor of l/sine 8,) (wbich accounts for the slant-range 
'scale compression), B,. being the local incident angle in the range direction (Guindon and Adair 1992). 
Ibis paper aims to introduce a simple solutíon to aecount for the radiometric effects related 
o the slant-range projection (and thus to topography) in a SAR image, We explain how any basic 
aster GIS or Image Processing software can be used to generate an image of the incident angle, 
wbieh in tum is combined with a DEM to correct the dependence ofthe radar retum on topography. 
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A backscattering angular dependence model is then introduced to better ¡solate target response, The 
approach is to simulate the radar image that would have been obtained had the terrain been fiat and 
at a reference altitude, therefore seeking to compensate the radiometric effects oftopography, but 
not those of the variation of incident angle along the image swath, This is achieved through 
normalizing the image by what is expected from the same terrain with a given backscatter angular 
~! dependence, 
2. Methodology 
The method we present involves three steps, First, we calculate the viewing geometry 
i 
I parameters in the cartographic reference (e,g, UTM), ittcluding the incident angle Bt(x,y), the angle 
, between the incident electromagnetic wave vector and the vertical at the terrain surface, Then we 
calculate the local incident angle, the angle between the incident electromagnetíc wave vector and the 
I terrain normal, in range (Blx,y) and azimuth (B.(x,y) directions, which depends on the topography 
, and on the platform trajectory and look directions, Last, we make the radiometric correction, This 
• involves applying a gain factor'; which compensates variations in the terrain area of each pixel, as well 
i as the angular dependence ofbackscatter. 
! 
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2.1. Computing the viewing geometry parameters in the cartographic reference 
Sorne rnethods found in the literature involve projecting the DEM along the slant and range 
axes ofthe images (Beaudoin el al. 1994, Castagnas el al. 1997, Holecz el al. 1994, Small el al. 
1998). The rnethod we describe is carried through in the cartograpruc projection ofthe DEM. The 
first step is to orthorectíl'y the SAR slant-range image, wruch rernoves geometric distortions and 
regísters it to the DEM. Note that for flat relief, it may be sufficient to use rubber sheeting 
Iprocedures standard to all image processing software. During trus process, the image is rotated and 
. 
Ilts pixels srufted in the range direction, according to the topography's severity (figure 1 a and b). Too 
Irncident angle, i~ e. the angle between the incident wave front and the vertical axis at the terrain 
sunace, is the basic parameter needed to perform any analysís ofthe SAR radiometry~ It is relatively 
complicated to obtain for the cartograpruc reference, since it requires calculating tbe distance between 
the sensor and a pixel to tbe ground as a function of the trajectory of tbe platform and of the 
rgeograpruCal coordinates. 
Calculatíng the incident angle in tbe cartograpruc refer$lnce is simplified by keeping track of 
I the slant-range distance for eacb pixel during orthorectification, in tbe following way: a syntbetic 
. 
!Iimage is created in the slant-range projection, having the same dimensions as the radar image being 
'. 
studied, in wruch the Digital Nurnber (DN) of each pixel (i, j) is proportional to the slant-range 
i distance SLR(í, j) wruch, in slant-range images, is a linear function of the column number j. The 
l' 
r ii resulting image has a gradation ofintensity that ¡noreases linearly from near to far range (figure 1 e). 
i The image is regístered with lhe same parameters used to orthorectil'y tbe radar image. Thís resuhs 
; in a orthorectified synthetic image being created in which, for each pixel in ground range coordinates 
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(x,y), the slant range SLR(x,y) is given by its DN (figure 1 d) Ibis new ortho-ímage is used to obtain 
other parameters needed for the radiometríc analysis. 
Knowing the viewing geometry and the slant range, we can calculate the incident angle with respect 
fo (he vertical at the surface ofthe terrain (J,(x,y) for each pixeL We considerthe simple case ofan 
aiiborne sensor of constant altitude ALTI (figure 2). To calculate the local incident angIe for 
spaeebome platforrns, refer, for the ERS case, to Van Zyl el al. (1993), to Laur (1992) and to 
Beaudoin el al. (1994) and, for RADARSAT, to Shepherd (1997). 
Equation 1 (see Fig. 2a) is used to calculate (),{x,y) from the slant range SLR(x,y) and the ir-- cl~ti" H("J'J ~ "'"' (x,yJ, fM"""'" "'''~ 
.) rALn -H (x, y) ¡ 8,(x,y)~cos e SLR(x,y) J (1) 
I The image of ()¡ (figure 3a) is used in step 2.2 below to compute the local incident angle, and is 
, 
!Iessential in itself to study the backscatteríng by vertical elements such as trees and certain érops. 
, 8,(x,y), computed for a horizontal tlat surface at a referenee elevation, is used for ímage norrnaJization 
i as descríbed in section 2.4. 
2.2. Computing local incident angle 
Because the distances on the original slant-range and projected ground-range images are 
• differently related to each other in the range and azimuth directions, we will consíder these two axes 
. separatelyand compute the corresponding components ofthe local incident angle (see figure 2). We 
, must first compute the terrain slope in these two dírections. Trus can be acrueved by usíng cornmands 
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mcluded in standard raster Geograpbical Infonnation Systems (GIS) for terrain analysis They a1low 
us to calculate the maximum terrain slope S(x,y) with respect to a horizontal plane, and the aspect 
A(x,y) ofthe terrain (direetion ofmaximum slope in the horizontal plane), clockwise with respect to 
the geograpbical north (see Fig. 2e). 
We can simplifY the three-<limensional representation of the terrain with respect to the sensor 
two dimensions by eonceiving terrain normal at any pixel (x,y) as a vector T which orientation is 
given in spherica1 eoordinates by the ang1es (1/1, (}J = (S(x,y) ,A(x,y) ) (Figure 2a). Terrain slope in 
¡~y direction e can be determined by projecting Tonto the vertical plane oriented along e. The terrain 
llope in that direction is given by the angle that the projected T makes with the vertical. In tbis way 
¡jwe can calcuIate S,(x,y), the terrain slope in the range direction, from the maximum slope S(x,y) and 
aspect A(x,y,) ofthe terrain and the platform's flight direction (Le. heading HEAD see figure 2a). 
II In this case the plane we project Tonto is calIed the incidence plane, and its orientation is 
i~erpendicular to HEAD. 
i 
:! 
I 
For right-Iooking irnages: 
tan[S,(x, y)] = tan[S(x, y)} cos[A(x,y)-(HEAD+ 90)] (2) 
1
1
. . where H~ and A(x,y) are expressed in degrees. Note that slopes faeing the antenna 
:\ dlrecuon are negattve. 
In the ral1ge dírection, the local incident angle e,(x,y) (figure 2a, 3b) is the sum ofthe incident 
: angle (J,{x,y) and the terrain slope in the range direetion S,(x,y): 
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OJx, y} = sJx,y)"-o,(x,}~ (3) 
The image of 8, can be used to build approximate shadow and layover masks: areas with 8, greater 
that 90° wiIl be shadow areas (although tbis does not account for cast shadows), and the ones with 
negative Or will suffer from layover. 
In the azimuth direction, the local incident angIe O.(x,y) (figure 2b, 3c) is símply given by the 
'¡ 
'1 terrain slope in the azimuth direction (i.e. O.(x,y)=S.(x,y)): 
'1 tan[O.(x, y)] = tan[S(x, y)]. cos[A(x,y)-HEAD] (4) 
, The parameters O,(x,y), 8,(x,y), and O.(x,y) form separate layers of a GIS (as in Bayer et al., 
:11991) that can be used to make a semi-empíricaI anaIysis ofthe radar backscattering using onJy pixel 
by pixel arithmetic operations. Note that tbis decomposition in range and azimuth is valid even for 
systerns with a squint angIe, where range and azimuth directions are not completely perpendicular. 
,12.3. Alternative method to calculate the local incident angle 
When the particular parameters of the viewing geometry (such as AL TI or HEAD) are not 
: known, or the geometry cannot be simply mode\ed (such as in the satellite case over wide coverage, 
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or airborne in windy conditíons), e,(x,y), O,(x,y), and ea(x,y) can still be computed using a method 
developed by Leclerc and Beaulieu (1996). As pointed out by Van Zyl el al (1993), an error in the 
estimation of the flight altitude can introduce important errors in the calculation of the incident angle. 
We know that the ground range is a function ofthe sIant range, which is modulated by terrain effects. 
Thus the ortho-image ofthe slant-range distance, SLR(x,y}, contains all the information needed on 
the viewing geometry, It can be shown (Lec1erc and Beaulieu, 1996) that SLR'(x,y}, the change of 
SLR(x,y) with respect to displacements in the cartographic reference (Le. x and y) - the derivative of 
.SLR - ~ is directly related to e,(x,y) and Sr(x,y), as given by equatíon 5: 
¡I 
sin[e, (x,y)]~ SLR; (x, y;' cos[S,(x,y)] (5) 
¡ where SLR',(x,y) is the projection, in the range direction, ofthe derivative SLR'(x,y) ofthe ortho-
'image of the slant-range SLR(x,y). Ibis derivative can be calculated using a standard raster GIS < . 
i cornmand to compute slope, SLR',(x,y) is obtained in the same way as S, in equation 2. Then 8;(x,y) 
is computed from equation 3, 
! 
I 
HEAD, ifunknown, can also be derived directly from the ortho-image SLR(x,y). In effect, 
most ofthe distortion of a slant-range image is in the range directíon, and influences the aspect 
(direction of maximum slope) of SLR(x,y). When topography is significant, however, the aspect of 
j, SLR(x,y) can differ a lot from the range direction, Therefore, to estimate HEAD one can compute the 
l' 
il histogram of the aspect ¡mage of SLR(x,y) (which is calculated by applying the corresponding 
. standard raster GIS command) in a portion ofthe image with relatively flat terrain; the mean value 
of the aspect obtained (or median if preferred) corresponds to the range direction, which allows to 
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compute HEAD, taking in consideration the SAR squint angle. 
Using thís method, one must work with 32-bit real numbers to capture the subtle variations 
b SLR(x,y). The accuracy ofthe method is totally dependent on that ofthe georeferencing. 
2.4 Radiometríc correction 
The radiometric correction described in the following paragraphs compensates for variations 
in the terrain area ofthe pixels (ie., the scattering area contributing to the brightness ofimage pixels) 
and for the angular dependence ofbackscattering. The approach is to simulate the radar image that 
. ould have been obtaíned had the terrain been tiat and at a reference altitude, assuming the surface 
beys a given backscattering angular mode!' Using calibration pararneters, when avaílable, we can 
e into account system-dependent gaín factors such as antenna pattern, gaín compensation, and 
. oise power affecting too DH. This allows us to calculate cf, the backscattering coefficient, or 
packscattering cross-section per unit area on the ground. Note that calibration procedures are 
i eveloped for tiat (or curved) terrain at a reference e1evation, so the compensation of the previously 
entioned effects has to be conducted in function of thís hypothetical surface. 
.4.1. Variation ofthe terrain scattering area 
To compute cf in function of the DN in digital images, we have 10 compensate for the 
variation of the terrain area contnbuting to the brightness of an image pixel (Laur 1992, Van Zyl el 
¡(JI. 1993, Fiksel el al. 1994, Hoekman et al. 1994, Ulander el al. 1994, Werner et al. 1994, Ulander 
I1 I~ 995). Even for satellite images that are usually delivered in a ground-range geometry, the sampling 
i 
'rntervals and the size ofthe resolution cell are constant only in the initial image acquired in the s1ant-
+ange geometry. Brightness in a slant-range image pixel is deteffiÚned by the signal received from 
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an area on the ground that depends on (),. It is proportional to d' times the seattering afea on the 
ground. Explicitly, this area is [sin( B,).cos( 8.)]"' times larger than the corresponding area in the slant 
range image, even when the squint angle is non-zero and azimuth and range directions are not 
perpendicular. (In the rango direction, the ratio between the length of a resolution cell in the slant-
range projectíon and íts corresponding length in ground range is sin( O,), while in the azimuth 
direction, the ratio between tbe width the resolution cell in the slant range projection and its 
corresponding width in the ground range projection is cos( Ba), because tbe positions are projected 
!ti This variation in seattering area caused by topograpby induces important variations in the 
. adiometry of a s1ant-range image, and tends to dominate for steep viewing (small ~). By taking this 
i ffect into account, one can turn raw brigbtness (proportional to the energy measured for a given 
slant-range pixel area) into images ofloeal brigbtness (energy per unít of terrain area), even when 
i ~omplete calibration is not the issue. 
" 
!2.4.2. Backscatteríng models 
i 
Having taken into account the effect of varying terrain area, one can choose a model that 
;, describes the target's backscattering angular dependence. Such a model may be obtained througb the 
tit ofan arbitrary function to the image data, with B,(x,y), ~(x,y), and Ba(x,y) as independent variables 
(Itten and Meyer 1993). One may otherwise fit a specific angular dependence of the scattering 
lfunction (Teillet el al. 1985, Wivell el al 1992, Bayer el al. 1991). The angular behavior ofback 
. scattering varies witb wavelength and surface geometry, and thus will be different for different land 
uses. A model presented here corresponds to scattering by a lambertian surface (producing equal 
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diffusíon in a11 dírections and no absorption) following the same topography as the studied terrain. 
A1though in nature few surfaces behave as truly lambertian surfaces, using ihis ideal behavior in 
normaIization allows to examine the deviation of actual scattering with respect to lambertian 
scattering. This offers vaIuable insights on the type of scattering ¡nvolved. It highlights the angular 
behavior ofboth the elastic scattering and absorption, both ofwlúch are characteristic ofa particular 
target. 
Let us examine the energetics involved for a lambertian scatterer. The incídent irradiance 
1 (incident flux per unít area) tbat rcaches an inclined surface is equaI to the írradíance that a surface 
i 
:ferpendicular to the incident wave front would have received' muhiplied by [cosCO,) cos(O.)], which 
:rs the projection ofthe terrain uní! surface on the wave front. In other words, tbe energy received 
Ion terrain unít area changes with the local íncídent angle. If tbe wave tront were totally reflected 
back to the antenna, cf would follow a simple cosine law. For a perfectly rough surface, the wave 
I tront is nOl totally reflected, but is dispersed in function of a cosine law, ímplyíng another [cos( Or) 
. cos( Oa)]. In tlús case, cf wiIl follow a square cosine law. 
For a lambertian surface, the backscattering coefficient per unít terrain surface ís given by: 
Cff = Cf~· cos2 [O,(x,y)] cos' [Oa (x,y) ] (6) 
!l where Cfl ís a constant ( = 2 in the elastíc scattering situatíon, according to Ulaby et al. 1986). 
Many authors suppose a cas(~) dependence for cf (Mougin et al. 1994, Beaudoin el al. 1994, 
• Hawkins and Teany 1994). Although this implíes a surface that is rougher tban lambertian, this seems 
, to better describe the angular dependence of the scattering in C-VV over tropical rainforest for 
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incident angles between 20° and 60°. For this case we would use the independent gamma cross-
section: 
a~'eos[O,(X,y)} COS[Ba(x,y)] (7) 
Another interesting case is the indepellde1l1 backscallerillg cross-section, aul = aoo, which 
corresponds to the distributed independent point reflector (U1aby el al, 1986). 
. These three models will be referred to in the following paragraphs as lambertian (L), 
" 
tdependent gamma (IG), and independent backscattering (ID). Clapp (l946) describes them and 
foSgriff el al. (1960) and Ulaby et al, (1986) refer to them. Note that jt is unlikely that a single 
model will do for any land cover present in the image, and that we cannot a priori favor one model 
over another. The user is free to choose or derive the model tha! better describes the backscattering 
! or a particular area ofinterest. AlI three models and intermediate situations can be described by the 
; enera] equation: 
a~= a~' [eos [o,(x,y)} cos [OQ (x, y ) ~n (8) 
where n=2 for the Iambertian case, J for the independent gamma and O for independent 
. backscattering. Note that the case n=O results in correcting only the effect of variations in scattering 
I~ea . 
., 
,bA3. General form of íntensity ímage 
Equation 9 therefore gives the ef'fect ofIocal incident angle on the DN stored in a slant-range 
13 
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• I pixel (DN is proportional to backscatter amplitude) without noise. 
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k (x,Yh:/j (x, y) 
e,,8.< 90° 
(9) 
where k(x,y) is the proportionality factor that takes into account the systern-dependent factors. It 
should be pointed out that areas with e, greater than 90° are shade areas, so titat any signa] in these 
areas can be attributed to noise. 
For the rnodels described aboye we obtaín: 
k (x,y)' u~ ·cos· [ea (x,y)}cos' [e, (x, y)] 
sin [8, (x, y) }cos[e.(x,y)] 
n=O for IB, I for 10, 2 for L 
2.4.4. Eliminating topographic effects 
(lO) 
SAR systems are calibrated for ground surfaces at a reference elevation, H,.¡. For exarnple, 
in the case of ERS-l images, the reference elevation corresponds to the GEM6 ellipsoid, according 
. to Laur (1992). Any surface at an elevation other than H,,¡will contain sorne radiornetric distortion 
because the incident angle at a given (x,y) position varíes with the e1evation. The larger the difference 
between the terraín and H,,¡ relative to the antenna altitude, the greater the distortíon. 
Our interest here is to develop a correction for the topographic effects only, leaving the image 
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untouched ifthe corresponding terrain is fiat and at an H",¡elevation. 
will have the required qualities as a correction factor, being equal to one except where the terrain is 
!lol fiat and ís at an elevabon different from Hre¡. By doing tbis, we a1so eliminate a/, and k(x,y), the 
system-dependent calibratíon parameter (see equation 14). The image witb topograpbic effects 
removed, DNcorix,y), is therefore obtained by dividing the raw image by the image of 
DN ... _1 (x, y) for a given model. The range-dependent noise, if significan!, can be removed 
DNmo_¡(x.y)IH~r 
i 
tefore normalizatíon, 
11 According to equation 9, the expected mooel backscattering for a fiat terrain at an elevarion 
~ "'f is given by: 
aO(x·y~H 
~ k(x y), '" 
, sín[8,(x,y)IH,) (11) 
(12) 
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J 2 ~J.'2 DNmodel (X,Y)iHIl'/? ;; DN",,(x,y)= .......... 2 • [DN-(X,»)-DNn (X,y)] 
l DN model (X,)~ ; 
(13) 
· where DN/(x,y) is the range-dependent noise power that, if not previously determined during 
.ribration procedures, can be estimated by using shadow areas in the image. 
We therefore have' 
· 
· J tan [o, (x, y)] [cos [O,(X,Y)IH.¡J]n-,[ 2 ]r' 
DN ror,n(X'Y)-l tan[O,(X,y)IH.)· oos (8,).oos(0.) DN (X,y) DN~2 {X,y)j 
(14) 
where n=O for m, n=J for IG, n=2 for L. 
The correction diverges as O, and 00 approach 90° (see figure 4b which iIIustrates the lambertian 
case). The divergence rate is also much greater in the range direction than in the azirnuth direction. 
2.4.5. Antenna pattem correctíon and absolute calíbratíon 
An image corrected using equation 14 will be substantially flattened radiometricaJ]y, and 
• therefore more suitable for an empiricaJ antenna-pattern and noise-power oorrection (based on 
averaging the DN of a given slant range). When applied to raw images, this method does not give 
i good results in mountainous areas, especially if ridges are paraJlel to the flight line: scene-dependent 
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effects rernaín that greatly reduce the quality of the ameona pattern correction. Because system-
dependent radiometnc distortions (such as antenna pattern or noise power) are principally fimctions 
of the slant range, we can use the layer SLR(x,y) as the independent variable and determine the 
,antenna pattern correction or noise power with the norrnalized image. 
With the users growing interest in calibrated satellite images, software vendors now inc1ude 
routines to calculate a°in their radar package. Calibration aecounts fur system dependent parameters 
such as gaín factors (k) or noise (DN/), and in sorne cases compensates the change of ground pixel 
i6ize for flat terraín at reference elevation (which depends on sine O,)IH ). The correction coefficients 
.' . l~eveloPed above (Equation 14) are directly applicable to calibrated images, in the way that the image 
'~s left untouched ifthe terraín is &t and at the reference elevation. Ifthe calibrated image to be 
I 
radiornetrically corrected for topography is one of (Yo "'/ , the backscattering coefficient calculated 
. supposing a ±lat surface at a reference elevation. The correction for topography is therefore: 
¡tan [I:ir(x,y)] [cos [O,(X,Y)IH)]~l; ¡ ----'''-'-'-'-7-''-'-, . (Y cal (x y) tan[O,(x,y)IH.] cos (O,),cos(o.) , . (15) 
i Application 
We have applied our rnethod to C-SAR slant-range ímage subsets near the town of Juan 
! Viñas, in the central cordillera of Costa Rica. The acquisition of flight Iines 8.2 and 8.3 was planned 
i 
l' by Proyecto Radar Costa Rica Canaria, as a complement to the SAREX mission in Latin Arnerica 
. (Abern et al. 1994, Wooding et al 1994). The ímagery was acquired on ApriI27"', 1992 in C band, 
17 
narrow-mode, and HH and VV polarizations, with the C-SAR system aboard the Convair 580 ofthe 
Canadian Center ofRernote Sensing (CCRS). For this mode, resolution is 6 m x 6 m, with a pixel size 
of 4 m in slant range and 4.31 m in azimuth. The ímagery eovers the study area with different 
i incident angles and opposite look-directions. Fieldwork was eonducted simultaneously with the 
image aequisition, providing an extensive database and a eollection of videos and hand-held 3 S-mm 
photos taken flum a small airplane and from surroooding lookouts. These proved essential to analyze 
and interpret the radar back scattering without bias. 
To geometrically correet the radar images, we used the prograrns FLIGHT and STGBIG, of 
'. 
:i 
i'EASIIPACE's radar module (pCI, 1997), to produce ortho-images with ± 2 m (rms) precision in X 
i 
I and Y, based on 23 groood control points (GCPs) taken from road intersections and field boundaries 
at a 1:1 O 000 scale. Nearest neighbor resampling was applied to preserve the radiometry of the 
original image. A DEM was interpolated using INTERCON, from the raster GIS IDRISI (IDRISI, 
¡¡ 1992), from the contour lines of LIO 000 seale topographie maps (based on 1989 airphotos, 5 m 
" 
! 
contour interval). The DEM was interpolated aceording to a 2 x 2 m grid; a 5 x 5 median filter was 
. ¡i 
í then applied to it, followed by a contraetion to a 4-m x 4-m pixe~ and subsequent 5 x 5 median 
i 
I filtering. In the radar ortho-ímage ofthe study zone corresponding to flight line 8.3 (figure 5b), one 
1, 
i can observe tha! the area presents a lightly rolling reliefthat the canyon ofthe Quebrada Honda River 
CU1S vertically. The area is covered by sugarcane on mild slopes (up to 100 ) and by coffee, fores!, 
plantain, banana, and vegetable crops on steeper slopes (15°- 40°). 
3. Results 
During the acquisition ofthe SAREX data, a procedure calJed Sensitivity Time Control (STC) 
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was applied to obtain images with flat radiometry over ground targets. Whereas images acquired in 
nadir mode stíll contained obvious range-dependent radiometric modu!ations, these flíght lines 
acquired in narrow-mode had a relatively even radiometry. For this data, topographic normalization 
is therefore expected to gíve good results for ana1ysis. The method has been implemented using 
standard procedures of the image processíng software PCI, includíng the raster modeling scriptiog 
language. No code-level prograrnming was required. 
Figure 5a shows the subset offlight líne 8.3 before topographic normalization usiog Equaríon 
1114, with Hrf{= O and n=2 and figure 5b shows the subset afterwards. Ground raoge pixel size is the 
! ame as the DEM, i.e. 4-m x 4-m. Speckle has been removed by fílteríng with a morphologica1 filter 
ira et al, 1997). We can see that the image radiometry has been substantially flattened and that 
departure from lambertian scattering becomes easy to track visually, especiaUy at high (>70°) local 
incident angIes. As E1achi (1987) points out, the radar return for high Br brings more information on 
I he smaIl-scale structure, and for low Br it provides information on the surface s!ope distribution. This 
I s evidenced here as the slope facing the radar in the Quebrada Honda canyon, which presents low 
, 
alues of Br , shows a tone similar to the surroundings.. On these s!opes we can now distinguish 
orest and plantaín or banana plantations from coffee plantations. 
In figure Sb, the area indicated by arrow is a moist, bare-soil field, recently heavily plowed, 
that presented a rough surfuce (estimated to be >25 cm rms). In the uncorrected image, we might 
i have attributed this unusuaUy high return to topographic effects such as those appearíng in the 
l.fUITOundíngS' The radiometric correctÍon removes the ambiguity, because the field preserves its high 
! eturn and the surrounding bright areas disappear. 
I 0" (fr, and (f. images provide useful information for the study of radar scattering on specific 
I 
'1 
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targets. For example, we found tha! targets as different as bare soil, and coffee and sugarcane fields 
appear bright for Iúgh e,. (meaning that DA'>DN¡) (see bright areas in figure 5b). This return, stronger 
than expected from a lambertian scatterer, indicates an increased effect of comer reflectors for Iúgh 
¡ (}r. Tlús effect has a Iúghly defined threshold in the 70°-800 range, where exact value may depend 
on the type oftarget. 
Conversely, trees and buildings now show up as bright spots because they act as comer 
retlectors and not as lambertian targets. T1ús somehow reduces the visual quality of the images but 
!:allows an easier detection of such components. 
.14- Conclusion 
I 
We have presented a straightforward method to study and correct radiometric distortions 
caused by topography in SAR images. The method is simple and easy to implement, and does not 
require soplústicated software or code-Ievel programming. Any rectification software (with 
polynomial or radar-specific transformations) can be used to generate a georeferenced image ofthe 
s1ant range. T1ús ímage, together with the DEM, is then used to generate images ofthe loca! incident 
angle a10ng the range and azimuth directions. Empirica! or semi-empírica! scattering mooels can then 
be applied and tested against the SAR image. We derive the corrections for three angular models 
(independent backscattering, independent gamma, and lambertian) and extend our work to the case 
of calibrated images. 
In the area of Juan Vúias in Costa Rica, Iúgh-resolution C-SAR image subsets have been 
normaliz.ed with a synthetic image assuming lambertian scattering. The removal of topograplúc 
I features appeared exceUent for local incident angles up to 7rJ'. For Iúgher Inca! incident angles, smaU-
20 
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scale structures have pronounced effects in the radar retum and were not corrected. 
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Figure captions 
Figure 1: 
Figure 2: 
igure 3: 
Figure 4: 
The synthetic ¡mage of the slant range SLR(x,y ) (figure 1 c), is orthorectified (figure 
1 d) with the same parameters as those used to produce the radar ortho-image 
(figures la - north is towards the bottom ofthe page - and lb), 
Geometry of an airborne, right-looking radar (constant altitude ALTI): 
(a) Representation of terrain normal T and ¡ts projection on the incidence plane 
(the projected vector malees an angle Sr with the vertical) and on the azimuth plane 
(the projected vector malees an angle Sa with the vertical). S is the maxímum 
terrain slope, and A the direction of the maximum slope. These angles define the 
orientation ofterrain normal at coordinate (x,y), 
(b) Geometry in the incidence plane , (c) Geometry in the azimuth plane, 
Calculated images of: (a) 8" the incident angle with respect to the vertical, (b) Br, 
the local incident angle in the range direction, and (c) Ba, the local incident angle in 
the azimuth direction, 
Graphs showing (a) the dependence on the DNL(proportional to the backscatter 
amplitude), and (b) the inverse of DNL (proportional to the correction factor) on 
the local incident angle in the range and azimuth direction (see Equation 10 with 
n=2) for lambertian scattering, 
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Figure 5: High-resolutíon C-SAR ortho-ímages ofthe Juan Viñas afea, Costa Rica: (a) raw 
image (HH = Red, VV Cyan); (b) radíometrically corrected for the topography 
usíng Equation 14, with Hnif= O. 
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